Abstract. In this work, we present randomized coreset construction for projective clustering that involves computing a set of k closest jdimensional linear (affine) subspaces of a given set of n vectors in d dimensions. Let A ∈ R n×d be an input matrix, then an earlier deterministic coreset construction of Feldman et. al [10] relied on computing the SVD of A. The best known algorithms for SVD require nd min{n, d} time, which may not be feasible for large values of n and d. We present a coreset construction by projecting the matrix A on some orthonormal vectors that closely approximate the right singular vectors of A. As a consequence, when the values of k and j are small, we are able to achieve a significantly faster algorithm as compared to Feldman et. al [10] , while maintaining almost the same approximation. We also benefit in terms of space as well as exploit the sparsity of the input dataset. Another advantage of our approach is that it can be constructed in a streaming setting quite efficiently.
Introduction
Succinct representation of Big data -Coreset: Recent years have witnessed a dramatic increase in our ability to collect data from various sources. This data flood has surpassed our ability to understand, analyse and process them. Big data is a new terminology that has become quite popular to identify such datasets that are difficult to analyse with the current available technologies. One possible approach to manage such large volume of datasets is to keep a succinct summary of the datasets such that it approximately preserves the required properties of the original datasets. This notion was initially formalised by Agrawal et al. [1] in the context of approximating various descriptors of the extent of a point set. They derived ǫ-approximation algorithms for computing smallest enclosing ball, computing diameter, width etc., and coined the term coreset for such summaries of the input.
Intuitively, a coreset can be considered as a semantic compression of the input. More precisely, a coreset is a weighted subset of the data such that the quality of any clustering evaluated on the coreset closely approximates the quality on the full data set. Consider a set Q (possibly of infinite size) of query shapes (for example: subspaces, set of points, set of lines etc.), then for every shape q ∈ Q, the sum of distances from q to the input points, and the sum of distances from q to the points in the coreset, is approximately the same. If the query set belongs to some particular candidate query set, then such coreset is called as weak coreset (see a survey on weak coreset [17] ); and if the coreset approximates the distances from all possible (potentially infinite) query shapes, then it is called as strong coreset.
Coresets are practical and flexible tool which require no or very minimal assumption on the data. Although the analysis and proof techniques for coreset construction are a bit involved, and require tools from geometry and linear algebra, the resulting coreset construction algorithms are very easy to implement. Another important property of coresets is that they can be constructed in streaming and distributed setting quite efficiently. This is due to the fact that unions of coresets are coresets, and coresets of coresets are coreset [12] . Also, using these properties it is possible to construct coresets in a tree-wise fashion which can be parallelized in a Map-Reduce style [10] .
Coreset constructions have been studied extensively for various data analysis task. Their construction and analysis techniques mostly include geometric approximations and linear algebraic approach. Geometric coreset constructions are usually done in an iterative fashion. To start with, some weights are assigned to each point, and in each iteration their weights are refined as per the significance of the points with respect to the problem. Linear algebraic approach of coreset construction usually done in two steps -dimensionality reduction, and cardinality reduction. The dimension reduction step of the coreset construction includes projecting points in a low dimension space such that the original geometry of points is also preserved in a low dimensional space. These projection techniques includes SVD decomposition, random projections, row/column subset selections, or any combinations of these (see [10, 5] ). The cardinality reduction step includes contracting the input size via sampling or other geometric analysis approach on the reduced dimension instance of the input. We refer readers to a recent survey article of Jeff M. Phillips [18] on coreset and sketches covering the above, and an earlier survey by Agarwal et al. [2] on geometric coreset construction.
In this work, we focus on the dimension reduction step of coreset construction for projective clustering problem. In the paragraph below, we discuss the motivation behind the projective clustering problem.
Projective clustering: Clustering is one of the most popular technique for analyzing large data, and is widely used in many areas such as classification, unsupervised learning, data mining, indexing, pattern recognition. Many popular clustering algorithm such as k-mean [16] , BIRCH [21] , DBSCAN [6] are full dimensional -they give equal importance to all the dimensions while computing the distance between two points. These clustering algorithms works well in low dimensional datasets, however, due to the "curse of dimensionality" scale poorly in high dimension. Moreover, in high dimensional datasets a full dimensional distance might not be appropriate as farthest neighbour of a point is expected to be roughly as close as its nearest neighbour [14] . These problems are often handled via methods such as Principal component analysis (PCA) or JohnsonLindenstrauss lemma [15] by finding a low dimensional representation of the data obtained by projecting all points on a subspace so that the information loss is minimized. However, projecting all the points in a single low dimensional subspace may not be appropriate when different clusters lie in different subspaces. This motivates the study of projective clustering which involves finding clusters along different subspaces. Projective clustering algorithms have been widely applicable for indexing [4] and pattern discovery [3] in high dimensional datasets.
Our contribution
With the above motivation we study the dimension reduction step of coreset construction for projective clustering problem. We first briefly describe the subspace and projective clustering problems. In a j-subspace clustering problem, given a set of n d dimensional vectors, denoted by A ∈ R n×d , the problem is to find a j-dimensional subspace such that it minimizes the sum of squared distances over every j-dimensional subspace. Further, in the problem of linear (affine) (k, j)-projective clustering, the goal is to find a closed set C which is the union of k linear (affine) subspaces each of dimension j, such that it minimizes the sum of squared distances over every possible choice of C (see Definitions 8, 9) .
Feldman et al. [10] presented a deterministic coreset construction for these clustering problems. Their coreset construction relies on projecting the rows of A on the first few right singular values of A. However, the main drawback of their construction is that it require computing the SVD of A which is expensive for large values of n and d. Recently, Cohen et al. [5] suggested "projection-costpreserving-sketch" for various clustering problem. Their sketches are essentially the dimensionality reduction step of the coreset construction. Using a low rank approximation of A, they suggested a faster coreset construction for the subspace clustering problem. However, it was not clear that how their techniques can be extended for projective clustering problem 3 . In this work, we extend their techniques and obtain a faster dimension reduction for projective clustering, and as a consequence, a faster coreset construction for projective clustering problem. In Section 3, we first revisit the techniques for subspace clustering problem, and in Section 4 we present our coreset construction for projective clustering problem. We state our main result as follows: (In the following theorem, nnz(A) denotes the number of non-zero entries of A.)
n×d , ǫ ∈ (0, 1), and j, k be two integers less than (d − 1), and (n − 1) respectively such that k(j + 1) ≤ d − 1. Then there is a randomized algorithm which outputs a matrix
such that for every non-empty closed set C, which is the union of k linear (affine) subspaces each of dimension at most j, the following holds w.h.p.
Where, j 
Remark 1. We develop our coreset by projecting points on some orthonormal vectors that closely approximate the right singular vectors of A, and we obtain them using the algorithm of Sarlós [19] . The expected running time of our algorithm is better than the corresponding deterministic algorithm of [10] when n ≥ d and j * = o(n), or, when n < d and j
, where j * = k(j + 1). Further, as the coreset construction time depends on number of non-zero entries of the matrix, our algorithm is substantially faster for sparse data matrices.
Remark 2. An advantage of our coresets is that it can be constructed in the pass efficient streaming model [13] -where access to the input is limited to only a constant number of sequential passes. We construct our coreset by projecting the matrix A on orthonormal vectors, that closely approximate the right singular vectors of A, our algorithm requires only two passes over the data in order to compute those orthonormal vectors using [19] .
Related work
Coreset construction has been studied extensively for the problem of j-subspace clustering. However, we will discuss a few of them that are more relevant to our work. Feldman et al. [7] developed a strong coreset whose size is exponential in d, j, logarithmic in n, and their coreset construction requires O(n) time. Feldman et al. [9] improved their earlier result [7] and developed a coreset of size logarithmic in n, linear in d, and exponential in j. However, the construction requires O(ndj) time. In [8] Feldman and Langberg showed a coreset construction of size polynomial in j and d (independent of n). Feldman et al. [10] presented a novel coreset construction for subspace and projective clustering. They showed that the sum of square Euclidean distance from n rows of A ∈ R n×d to any jdimensional subspace can be approximated upto (1 + ǫ) factor, with an additive constant which is the sum of a few last singular values of A, by projecting the points on the first O(j/ǫ) right singular vectors of A. Thus, they able to show the dimension reduction from d to O(j/ǫ) . They also showed O(k(j + 1)/ǫ 2 ) dimension reduction for (k, j)-projective clustering problem. Recently, for j-subspace clustering, Cohen et al. [5] improved the construction of [10] by using only first ⌈j/ǫ⌉ right singular vectors, which is an improvement over [10] by a constant factor.
Sariel Har-Peled [11] showed that for projective clustering problem it is not possible to get a strong coreset of size sublinear in n -even for family of pair of planes in R 3 . However, Varadarajan et al. [20] showed a sublinear size coreset for projective clustering on a restricted setting -when points are on an integer grid, and the largest coordinate of any point is bounded by a polynomial in n and d.
Organization of the paper
In Section 2, we present the necessary notations, definition and linear algebra background are used in the various proofs in the paper. In Section 3, we revisit the result of [5] and discuss the coreset construction for subspace clustering using their techniques. In Section 4, we extend the result of Section 3 and we present the coreset construction for projective clustering problem. We conclude our discussion and state some open questions in Section 5. 
Preliminaries
is the diagonal having the m largest entries of Σ, and 0 otherwise
matrix formed by projecting A on the row span of S π S,k (A) the best rank-k approximation of A with its rows projected on the row span of S A (k) the best rank-k approximation of A nnz(A) the number of non-zero entries of A Below we present some necessary linear algebra background. We first present some basic properties of Frobenious norm of a matrix. Then we define SVD (singular value decomposition) of a matrix, and its basic properties. Then, we discuss the expression about the distance of a point, and sum of square distances of the rows of matrix -from a subspace and a closed set.
Fact 1 (Frobenious norm and its properties) Let A ∈ R n×d , then square of Frobenius norm of A is defined as the sum of the absolute squares of its elements, i.e. ||A|| 2
Fact 2 Let AX be the projection of points of A on the j-dimensional subspace L represented by a matrix X. We can also write the projection of the points in the rows of A to L as AXX T , these projected points are still d-dimensional, but lie within the j-dimensional subspace. Further, ||AX||
The Singular Value Decomposition: A matrix A ∈ R n×d of rank at most r can be written due to its SVD decomposition as
are i-th orthonormal columns of U and V respectively, and
F is the square of the length of projection of the point p on the subspace L. Similarly, given a matrix A ∈ R n×d , ||AX|| 2 F is the sum of square of the length of projection of the points (rows) of A on the subspace L. Let L ⊥ be the orthogonal complement of L represented by an orthonormal matrix
F is the sum of square of distances of the points of A from L.
l 2 distance to a closed set: Let S ∈ R d be a closed set and p be a point in R d . We define the l 2 distance between p and S by dist 2 (p, S) := min s∈S dist 2 (p, s), i.e., the smallest distance between p and any element s ∈ S. If S consists of union of k, j-dimensional subspaces L 1 , . . . , L k , then dist 2 (p, S) denotes the distance from p to the closest set S. Similarly, given a matrix
Here, A i * denotes the ith row of A.
Pythagorean theorem: Let A ∈ R n×d , L be a j-dimensional subspace in R d represented by an orthonormal matrix X ∈ R d×j , and L ⊥ be the orthogonal complement of the subspace L represented by an orthonormal matrix X ∈ R d×d−j . Then by Pythagorean theorem we have ||A||
Further, if C is a closed set, then due to the Pythagoras theorem we have dist
We will use the following fact in our analysis which hold true due to Pythagorean theorem.
Fact 3 Let A ∈ R
n×d , and X ∈ R d×j be a matrix having orthonormal columns, then due to the Pythagorean theorem we have ||A−AXX T ||
In the following, we state some facts from elementary linear algebra which are required for deriving the correctness of our result.
Fact 4 For a square matrix M ∈ R
n×n , tr(M ) is the sum of all its diagonal entries. Further, for matrices A ∈ R n×d , B ∈ R d×n due to the cyclic property of the tr function, we have tr(AB) = tr(BA). Also for square matrices M, N ∈ R n×n , due to the linear property of the tr function, we have tr(M ±N ) = tr(M )± tr(N ).
Fact 5 A symmetric matrix M ∈ R
n×n is positive semidefinite if x T M x > 0 for all x ∈ R n . A matrix M is positive semidefinite then the following two statements are equivalent:
-there is a real nonsingular matrix N such that M = N T N , -all eigenvalues of M are nonnegative.
Fact 6 Let A ∈ R n×d and U ΣV T be the SVD of A. Then, the first j columns of V span a subspace that minimizes the sum of square distances of the vectors in A from all j-dimensional subspace, and this sum is Σ d i=j+1 σ 2 i . Thus, for any j-dimensional subspace represented by an orthonormal matrix X, we have
Fact 7 Let M ∈ R d×l , and X ∈ R d×k be an orthonormal matrix. Then, by elementary linear algebra we have,
F . In the following, we state the definitions of subspace and projective clustering.
Definition 8 (Subspace clustering)
Let A ∈ R n×d and j be an integer less than d. Then, the problem of j-subspace clustering is to find a j-dimensional subspace L of R d that minimizes the dist 2 (A, L). In other words, the goal is to find a matrix X ⊥ ∈ R d×(d−j) having orthonormal columns that minimizes
F over every such possible matrix X ⊥ .
Definition 9 (linear (affine) (k, j)-projective clustering) Let A ∈ R n×d , j be an integer less than d, and k be an integer less than n. Then, the problem of linear (affine) (k, j)-projective clustering is to find a closed set C, which is the union of k linear (affine) subspaces {L 1 , . . . L k } each of dimension at most j, such that it minimizes the dist 2 (A, C), over every possible choice of C.
Theorem 2 (Low-rank approximation by [19] ). Let A ∈ R n×d , and π . For our analysis, we will use a weak triangle inequality which can be stated as follows:
Lemma 10 (Lemma 7.1 of [10] ) For any ε ∈ (0, 1), a closed set C, and two points p, q ∈ R d , we have
In this section by revisiting the results of Cohen et al. [5] , we present a randomized coreset construction for subspace clustering. The deterministic coreset construction of Feldman et al. [10] for subspace clustering problem relies on projecting the input matrix on its first few right singular vectors -projecting the rows of A on first few right singular vectors of A -which requires SVD computation of A. Cohen et al. [5] suggested that projecting the rows of A some orthonormal vectors that closely approximate the right singular vectors of A (obtain via e.g. [19] ) does also satisfies the required properties of coreset w.h.p., and as a consequence, gives a faster construction.
Theorem 3 (Adapted from Theorem 8 of [5] ). Let X ∈ R d×j be an orthonormal matrix representing a subspace L, let X ⊥ ∈ R d×(d−j) be the orthonormal matrix representing the orthogonal complement of L, ǫ ∈ (0, 1), δ ∈ (0, 1),
F , andÃ is a rank m approximation of A satisfying Theorem 2. Then, the following is true with probability at least 1 − δ:
Proof. Using a result of Sarlós [19] , we get a rank m approximation of A. If S is an (r × n) JL matrix, where
(as stated in preliminaries, see Theorem 2) . then the following holds true with probability at least 1 − δ:
Here, A (m) is the best m rank approximation of A. Let R ′ be the matrix having the first m right singular vectors of π SA (A), and let we denote AR ′ R ′T byÃ, then by Equation 1, the following holds true with probability at least 1 − δ:
In the following we show an upper bound on the following expression:
Equality 3 follows from pythagoras theorem; Equality 4 follows from Fact 3, where A (m) = AV ′ V ′T , and V ′ ∈ R d×m having m columns from the first m right singular vectors of A; finally Inequality 5 holds from Lemma 11.
Lemma 11 (Adapted from Lemma
The above equalities follows due to definition of tr function -||A|| ) by matrix M . Thus, the problem reduces to bounding the term tr(P M ). Let λ i (M ) is the ith eigenvalue, and
The following expression holds due to linearity of trace function.
Further, we bound the summation
where, W ∈ R d×d having columns as eigenvectors of M. The above euqalities follow as P = XX T , then
Further, P = XX T has all singular values either 1 or 0.
has d values, and each value is at most 1 (Equation 8), and sum of all of them is at most j (Equation 7).
Further as M is symmetric, we have
Equality 9 holds due to Fact 3. Equality 9 and Fact 5 shows that M is a positive semidefinite matrix, and as a consequence it has all nonnegative eigenvalues. Then, the summation Σ
is maximized when tr P w i w T i = 1, that is for those eigenvectors which corresponds to largest magnitude eigenvalues of M . Thus,
As a consequence, we have 0 ≤ tr(XX
Here matrix (A −Ã) j is the matrix restricted to rank j of the matrix A −Ã. Further, as matrixÃ is of rank at most m, A + (A −Ã) j is of rank at most m + j. Thus, we have
Inequality 10 follows from Fact 1; Inequality 11 follows from Fact 3, where (A − A) j = (A −Ã)XX T for an orthonormal matrix X ∈ R d×j ; Inequality 12 follows from Theorem 2; Inequality 13 holds as m = ⌈ j ǫ ⌉, and due to the following:
Faster coreset construction for projective clustering
In this section, extending the result (Theorem 3) of the previous section, we present a randomized coreset construction for the problem of projective clustering. More precisely, if L 1 , ..., L k be a set of k subspaces each of dimension at most j, and let C be a closed set containing union of them, then our randomized coreset is a matrix of very small rank (independent of d) and it approximately preserve the distances from every such closed set C, with high probability. Our main contribution is the dimensionality reduction step of the coreset construction which is presented in Algorithm 1.
Proof of Theorem 1: Let [X * ] d×j * be a matrix with orthonormal columns whose span is L * , and let L * ⊥ be the orthogonal complement of L * spanned by
In our analysis, we use the equality, dist
, which holds true from the Pythagorean theorem. We have
1 Input: A ∈ R n×d , an integer 1 ≤ j < d − 1, and an integer 1 ≤ k < n − 1 such that j * ≤ d − 1, where j * = k(j + 1), ǫ ∈ (0, 1), δ ∈ (0, 1). Algorithm 1: Algorithm for dimensionality reduction for projective clustering. We have two terms to bound in the above expression. The first term can be upper bounded using a similar analysis as of Theorem 3 which holds true with probability at least 1 − δ. (In Theorem 3, we replace j by j * , m by m * , ǫ by
52
, and ∆ by ∆ * .)
In order to bound the second term dist 2 (A * X * X * T , C) − dist 2 (AX * X * T , C)) , we use a triangle inequality from Lemma 10. For any ε ∈ (0, 1) and from 
≤ ǫdist 2 (A, C)
Equality 17 holds by choosing ε = ǫ, and as ǫ 2 /26 + 12ǫ/26 < ǫ/2 .
Lemma 12 Let X * ∈ R d×j * be a matrix with orthonormal columns whose span is L * , then in Algorithm 1 the following is true with probability at least 1 − δ
Proof.
As a corollary of Theorem 1, we obtain following randomized coreset result for k-mean clustering.
Corollary 14 Let A ∈ R n×d , ǫ ∈ (0, 1), and k an integer less than (d − 1) and (n − 1). Then there is a randomized algorithm which outputs a matrix A ′ of rank O(k/ǫ 2 ) such that for every set of k points {c i } k i=1 ∈ R d represented as the rows of matrix C, the following holds with high probability:
The expected running time of the algorithm isÕ nnz(A) 
